
YOU WAKE UP FEELING REFRESHED AND ENERGIZED

Do not bleach Hang to dry Do not iron Do not wash core Keep away from �re

ENJOY COMFORT LIKE IN THE CLOUD

Model Num : L025  |  Product Size : 23.2*15.7*4.7Inch

Memory Foam Pillow



Area 2: Use only the wings of the pillow. You can press your entire shoulder against the pillow 
and place your arm on the armrest to perfectly support your head and shoulder to reduce 
numbness.

For stomach sleepers:

Area 4: e low pillow area is suitable for patients with sub-healthy cervical spondylosis, 
which requires an adaptation phase in the early stage and can effectively relieve and improve 
cervical spondylosis aer long-term use.

Area 5: arm support. Use the wing side of the pillow while relaxing both of your shoulders 
and arms with the pillow. is will ensure that your neck does not feel stiff in the morning.

For back sleepers:

Area 3: Better support for the head and shoulders.

TIPS : WHEN YOU GET USED TO THE LOW PILLOW AREA, SLOWLY MOVE TO THE 
HIGH PILLOW AREA, WHICH CONTRIBUTES TO CERVICAL HEALTH.

Area 1: e high pillow area is suitable for people with healthy cervical spine. e natural 
traction on the neck and the support of the head can reduce the pressure on the back of the 
skull, reduce snoring and improve the quality of sleep.

For side sleepers:
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    take longer due to the different temperatures and humidity of the environment.
● ere may be a natural foam odor upon unpacking. If the smell bothers you, wash the 
    pillowcase before use and let the pillow core air off outdoors or near an open window 

● is pillow arrives rolled up inside a plastic bag. Carefully open the plastic bag and take out 

● Due to the foaming process, the pillow might show small-sized bubbles on the outside. is 
    is a normal phenomenon.
● Our pillow is imported from Germany BASF memory foam pillow core, using the best effect 
    of MDI (polyurethane material) 

    ultimate scienti�c sleep quality.

    the pillow. Give it 5-30 minutes to slowly expand to its normal shape. Sometimes it may 

Notice:

Do not put the memory foam in the sun 
Do not wash the memory foam core

● Foam process, environmentally safe, with no harm to the human body, only to create the 

Do wash the cover separately
Do not bleach

    within 3~7 days. e odor will go away in a couple of days.

Do not dry clean
Tumble dry with Iow heat

Instructions before use

Do not put the memory foam in the vent 

Email : fccabin@outlook.com

At our company, we are committed to providing exceptional customer service and ensuring 
that our customers are completely satis�ed with their purchases. We will give you 365 days to 
experience this memory foam pillow. during this time, If for any reason you experience any 
issues or problems with your product, please don't hesitate to reach out to us. 

Warranty:

e cervical pillow is designed for the physiological curvature of the cervical spine, which 
has certain bene�ts for maintaining the normal physiological curvature of the cervical spine 
and alleviating the fatigue of the cervical spine, but as a product, the cervical pillow cannot 
play a role in treating diseases.
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